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Hello!  Thank you so much for working with us at Link, or for 
considering working with us. We do our very best to compensate 
all contributors fairly, while being considerate of the fact that 
these funds come from students. 

In the spring of 2020, we reviewed our rates and policies, and 
decided some changes needed to happen. The rates weren’t all 
equivilant, and there were some gaps. We hope that you find 
our new strategy fair, and we hope to work with you very soon!

If you have any questions or concerns, email us at any time, and 
we’ll be sure to discuss them with you.

Shaleeta Harrison,
Publications Manager
publications@bcitsa.ca

NEW POLICY
KILL FEE: 25%

This is a fee of 25% that could be paid at any time for an article 
deemed not suitable for publication. This fee is only to be paid 
if we have commissioned in writing for you to write an article, 
and then cancelled that commission. This fee is not valid for 
articles submitted without being requested, that have been 
turned away. This kill fee is an industry standard amount, and it 
is based on the average word count we requested, not the word 
count at the time of cancellation.  If your article is submitted 
after the deadline, it is not eligible for a kill fee.



NEW RATES 

STANDARD ARTICTLE: $10/100 WORDS

ART FEATURE: $50

COVER: $50

LAYOUT: $15/PAGE OR $300/ISSUE

This is to a maximum of $150 per article. An additional sum may be paid for articles that take exceptional effort.  
Please inquire about this before beginning your article. Creative writing pieces (short stories, poems, and 
similar)  will be paid the same rate, to a maximum of $50. Reviews of any kind require one publishable image 
to be submitted with them. 

This includes a submission of five or more previously 
completed pieces of art, and an artist’s biography. Art 
can include craft, photography, illustrations, poems, 
and more.

An image selected for the cover is paid $50. Images 
paid $50 include: photos from a photoshoot in the 
magazine, a photo chosen from another photoshoot 
or webpage, a piece of art previously completed, etc. 
Custom illustrations or paintings may be paid more. 

If a designer is commissioned to assist with layout, 
they are paid at $15 per page, to a maximum of $60 
per article. If they are commissioned to complete 
layout for the entire issue, there is a maximum 
payment of $300. 

PHOTOSHOOT: $100

This includes the cost of travel to the destination of 
the subject, and a selection of 6-10 edited images. It 
is integral that images be varied, as they will be placed 
near each other. Photos should also be a mixture of 
landscape and portrait. 

SINGLE NON-COVER IMAGE: $15

A single image requested for the interior of the 
magazine. This could be an illustration, photo, or 
other. It could be custom created or previously 
completed. If multiple images are used, there is a 
maximum total payment of $100.

RECIPES: $40.0  0

This includes creating an original recipe, 
submitting details, an introduction, directions, and 
ingredients, as well as taking photos of the food. If 
publishable images are not included, payment may 
be reduced.

As always, Link is only able to compensate current BCIT students for work

There is a maximum payment of $300 per issue to any contributor



You might be wondering at this point how you actually get 
paid, or even how you start working with us. Let me break 
it down for you! 

1. CONTACT US
First, come talk to us! Send us an email, or talk to a current editor, if you know any of them. If you can attend any of 
our digital editorial meetings, do so! You’re welcome to drop in (watch our social media for links). It doesn’t matter 
if you have ten ideas, or none, we’re happy to have you on the team.

HOW IT WORKS

2. ASSIGNED AN EDITOR
Once we know you’re interested, we’ll assign you to an editor. An editor is a member of Link’s  student staff, and 
they’re in charge of communicating with our contributors (you!) and working with them to get their writing in top 
shape.  Think of the editor as your person—you can ask them anything related to Link, and they’ll be there to help.  

3. DECIDING ON A TOPIC
The next step is a conversation with your editor. If you have an idea in mind, you let them know what it is, and 
they’ll discuss it with you. If you aren’t sure, then the chat will probably be focused on you: what your interests are, 
where you’re from, and more. Why do we want to know so much about you? It helps us know how you fit into the 
team. If you tell us you love sports, and we have a sports story come up, your editor can suggest you for the job. 
Not a writer? Then you can let them know what kind of photography you like, or what kind of illustrator you are. 
No matter what, we want to get to know you.



4. ASSIGNMENT
So eventually, you’ll get an assignment. This might be one we send to you, or it might be one you suggest. Regardless, 
it’s time to go. Your editor will write up an assignment letter, and that will summarize the topic, specify a word count (if 
applicable), and show the deadline. The deadline is really important, so make sure you can make it before you agree! 

5. EDITING
All right, now you’ve submitted your article on time, and you’re ready for edits. Prepare yourself, this step can be 
gruelling. Editing is a part of illustrations and layouts as well, though it’s a bit different. If you’ve submitted writing, 
you will go through three stages of editing: substantive, line, and copy. After each stage, the editor will send the 
article back to you to review and approve the changes. They may also ask you to add, remove, or rewrite sections, 
as needed. Once you’ve passed the article back and forth like a hot potato a few times, it’s ready to be published!

6. PAYMENT!
Now that we’ve published your article, it’s time to get paid. We do our best to process payment quickly, but it can 
still take some time. Each month, the publications manager will send all new contributors an email. The email will 
include a T4A slip, and a request for your BCIT student number. You send the student number back to the publications 
manager, but you send the form (after you fill it out) to the payroll manager. Be very sure your address is correct, 
because that is where your cheque goes! 

Once all of the information has been submitted, or one week later (whichever is first) a form is sent to payroll 
showing how much each person is owed. The cheques are created within two weeks, and are mailed out to you. 

7. NEXT!
As soon as you’d like, you can start working on the next article with us. We can’t always accept ideas, and we do 
have a limited budget, but we always do our best to work with students who are enthusiastic about contributing. 
Email your editor your idea, or schedule a meeting with them (video or in person, whatever is appropriate). You 
won’t need to fill out another T4A slip for the remainder of that school year, so the next time will be even easier. 
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Rates on the preceding pages were based on research, and 
comparison to other institutional publications. We meet 
or, in most cases,  exceed the rates of almost all student 

publications in Canada (the ones we received rate-of-pay 
information from). 

If you would like to know more, please contact us. 


